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Would I Have Predicted

?

••••

BY SANDRA IMDIEKE
NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

I

may not be very good at imagining the future, but I admire persons who can.
Nancy Farmer is good at it. In her novel The House of the Scorpion (2002) readers
enter a future inhabited by docile clones and greedy drug lords. M. T. Anderson
immerses readers in Feed (2002), where a computer implanted in the human brain
transmits a constant internal "feed" and mental access to e-mail, marketing messages,
and telepathic instant messaging.
world. To continue
Authors of children's books often present readers with
the
initiative of introintriguing visions of the future. These visions may or
ducing more readers
may not be realized, but pondering the possibilities
to international title, the United States Board
challenges our intellect and beliefs. Teachers and
on Books for Young People and the Children's
teacher educators also need to ponder the possibilities
Book Council are in the process of developing
of the future as we try to predict ways in which we
a yearly bibliography of Outstanding Intercan best serve and prepare our future students and
national
Books. In addition, classic children's
teachers for what lies ahead. As I think back to my
books
have
long been translated for readers
first years at the university, I wonder if I could have
outside
our
borders, but publishers now
predicted the changes that have occurred for the
recognize
the
need for translation of books
students we are preparing to become teachers, parinto Spanish and other languages to meet the
ticularly in the field of children's literature. I wonder
diverse needs and interests of readers in the
what predictions I might have made. I wonder if I
United States. Books such as Clifford, the Big
would have predicted that ...
Red Dog (Bridwell, 1963) have been translated
• Books in translation would become another
as Clifford Va De Viaje (Bridwell, 1995). These
avenue to increase the diversity ofliterature
translated books have become widely available
available for children. Over the last decade
and affordable through book clubs, making
children's literature studies have grown
it easier for all teachers to add them to their
to include translated books, those books
classroom libraries.
originally written in another language and
• Delivery systems would expand and change
made accessible to American readers through
the narrative structure of texts. Tradebooks
translation into English. The Association for
have evolved from forms such as the tradiLibrary Service to Children (a division of
tional hardcover book, videos, and books on
the American Library Association) annually
tape, to CD storybooks, e-books, and full text
selects the Batchelder Award for the best
versions of literature on Web pages such as
new book in translation. Such awards draw
http://digital.library.upenn.edu/books/. When
national attention to books such as The Thief
first published, the Choose Your Own AdvenLord by Cornelia Funke, the 2003 award
ture series innovatively allowed the reader
recipient, and introduce American readers
to choose which page to turn to in order to
to authors and illustrators from around the
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see how the adventure would unfold. Today,
through hypermedia, such storyline manipulation is possible on screen, creating a unique
and no longer linear plot structure.
•

•

Changes would occur within traditional genre
boundaries. Today, varied narrative structures are common. Karen Hesse combines
a diary format and verse in Out of the Dust
(1997), Walter Dean Myers manipulates fonts
in Monster (1999), and Avi employs multigenres such as letters, memos, and newspaper
articles in Nothing But the Truth (1991).
Boundaries between genres blur. Picture storybooks may include end notes which provide
additional information about characters or
events in the story. Informational storybooks
such as The Magic School Bus Lost in the
Solar System (Cole, 1990) combine narrative
and expository elements, requiring both
aesthetic and efferent stances.
Illustrations would change in their form and
in their medium. The wood block print of
William Caxton's 15th century has evolved to
include art that is computer generated, such
as in Rachel Isadora's ABC Pop! (2000). Local
libraries set aside space in the young adult
collection for graphic novels (a stand-alone
story in comics form, published as a book)
such as the 2004 Alex Award winner Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood (Satrapi, 2003),
the story of a young girl coming of age and of
her life under the Islamic revolution. Although
examples of"comics" within this genre exist,
the field is evolving and including more
traditional content as well.

Recent changes such as those identified raise new
questions for teachers and teacher educators. What
new demands do these different text structures and
delivery systems place on the reader? How do teachers
help students read and gather information from these
materials? Are we preparing teachers with the tools
to help students navigate these varied structures
and materials? Does our definition of literature and
Ii teracy need to change?
The new formats, visual options, and media enrich our
literature while placing new challenges and questions
before teachers and researchers. Yet Jeremy Smith
(2005), in an article on graphic novels, writes:

SPRING

Culture wars come and go, but the rules
of serious storytelling have stayed the same
since Aristotle.
One: Put people we care about in
trouble.
Two: Make their life tougher and
tougher until we can't take the tension.
Three: Wrap it all up with an ending we
never would have guessed, but should have
known all along. (Section 14, p. 2)
Perhaps the same is true for the field of children's
literature and for the ways in which we prepare
teachers of the future to use literature in classrooms.
Perhaps there will be an ending we never would have
guessed, but should have known all along.
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